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THE BUDGETARY PROCESS:

. INCREMENTALISM

. /

1. INTRODUCTION

. ./
.

The politics of tudgeting revotves'atound the

allocation of limited resources to- various recipients.
/

'Government agencies', retired government work4s, the/poor,
the aged, soldiers, farmers

4
and studentg are among those

who compete for the resources, distributed thrOUgh the

federal budget. Budgeting is thus a political proteSS

in.the classic sense: ii elicits and embodies patterns

of cof4ict and competition centering on "who Ots what,
When, and how."

m
This module develops one prevalent explanation among

political Scientists.of the problem of who gets what in
the.'budgetary process. Mote specifically, we will address

the problem of how an agency's level of appropriations

changes over time Howdbes the agenc3Xdecide how much to
.ask/for each year? How does the Congress decide what. to

give?. .Ant, what are the consequences ofihpse decisions

for the change in apprOpriationsovetime?

s 2. BUDGETARY INCREMENTALISM

The process of budgeting is one,ferm of policy making.

It has been argued that7the process of making policy

decisions consists'of a series of choices that are 'only

Marginally different from the statUsaquO, Man's limited

capacitiesfor problem solving, the pathologies of informa-

tion procpssing and transmission in organizations, and the

costliness oil careful plannineand data analysis, all

severely alter What might normally tie though of as 'rational",/
policy behairior. Policy makers, rather than making innova-

tive changes, tend only to make small policy adjustments
.IL

, . ..
,

of a, serial anc_remedial na.ture. Policy making, therefore,

is often described as an. increventa:, 4,ocess (Lindbldm 1Y-59;,

Braybrooke and.Lndblom 1959; Simon 1957; Cyert and 'March_

1963). .
. e , .

It'has been 'argued many political scientists,thata

budgetary decision making is also an,incremental process, '

Studies by Fenn? <196Z, 1964) and Wildaysky (1964 ;'1974)

re229,.that, indeed, both the.members of appropriations

committees and subcommittees in Congress, and agellicy

administrators, think in incremental terms. Fenno has

observed that House Appropriations Committee members,

proud of their ability to guard the federal purse, do in

fact make marginal adjustments in ilianybudgetary appropri

ations each year. Rather than reconsidering basic policy

choices each year, these Congressmen tend to adjust incre

Mentally the budget by giving agencies a little less than

they asked4or, but more than 'they, received fast year.
r--

Similarly, Wildaysky has obsertved that agency

officials; when faced 14ith thq problem each year df-decid

ing what to request of.the Congress, usually think of

marginal ains over what their agency'is already receivin

That is, the agency's current level of appropriOns is

usually though of as its "base,'.' and the agency officials

usually seek some "fair share" increase over this base

each year.

1

To summarize then, the, theory of budgetary incremeln

talism asserts that in order to minimize the uncertaietieg

and costs of making budgetary
a
decisions, both the Congress

and the federal- agencies make marginal adjustments to the

status quo. The incremental strategy Of the agencies is

to request a bit more year than received last

year: And the incremental strategy of the Congress is to

appropriate a little less than the agency is requesting,

but still to give enough of,a "fair share" of the budget

to keep the agenchappy (Wanat,1974; Davis et al. 1966;

Crecine 1969).
2



3. FORMALIZATION

How can we express terse ideas mathematically? What
will be ihe result of these incremental decisionalpro-,
cesses? The fol,lowing discussion combines several
.formalizations of an incremental decisiOn-making strategy,
in a very simple way. The reader is referred parjicularly

,.m
to Davis et al. (1966) and Wanat (1974) for mere extended
analyses.

Wegin by defining

Rt = any particular agency's request. for

dollars at time t

At = the appropriations granted to that

agency at time t by the Congress.

Note here that budgeting is taken as a series of discrete
events. This is 'certainly a reasonable approach, since
requests and appropriations occur,once each year at the
federal level. Although.the process of budgeting is

alMost continuous, its outcome--a'particular set.of
g .

requests by the aggncy,and a-set of appropriations by the
Cang.ress --Occurs only once each year.

Eor-example,"the Department of Health; Education and
Welfare has its ogn budget office!Zhich is continuously
concerned with how money'is obtained and spent. It

develops a specific request for money .appropriated by the
-Congress, over 1100 billionfot fiscal year 1979. 'Simi -
lar'ly,' the Cohgfess'egamines the specific recidest by the.

Department .of Health, Education and Welfare,. and grants a
.final appropriation of funds to that agenCy for 'fiscal
yeer 1979. The result of this request-review-appropridtion-,

rocess.for all agencies is reported yearly in, The Budget

of the United States Government, Fiscar'Year , a docu-

ment which gives detailed information about how much the

government spends each fiscal year and'for what- purposes.

$r

The agency's incremental strategy, recall, IS to ask
the Congress each year for a little more .than it received

0os

'-s

laS year. We can formalize this kocess by writing:,-

(1) Rt = p4At_1.

s
Equation (1),signply asserts that all agency's request fn
fiscial year t will be,'Some fixed pi-Opurtion over its last
year's appropriation. EmpTically, we would expect to
find in most instances that-for different agencies,.pi
would range between 1.0 and 1.20. If pl = 1.10, 'for

example, the agency is usually asking for a ten-percent,

increase in its appropriations each year.

Why should pl range between 1.0 and 1.20? Because
the magnitude of pl reflects -the fa"ct that the process we
are describing isan incremental-one. If, for example, pl
were found to be 2.0 for some agency, it would be harcrto
conclude that an incremental process was at work. Margi -'

nal adjUstment in the status quo will not causean agency
to seek to double its size Bach year (as pa '7,2.0 would
imply).

.44
The decisional strategy of the Congress, again, is to

cut back on an agency's request, but not so severely that
major conflicts are' produced (Wildaysky,19'64; Fenno 1964).
Usually the Congress accepts the agency's current appro-
priationS as a "base" which is safe from major cuts, while
lookingat the agency's increases with a more severe eye.
A simple way of formalizing this strategy is to write: '

(2) At = P2Rt.

.

In.words,-the Congress makes appropriations 'each year

which-are some fixed propOrtionjof the' agency's roqUest.
Since the agency'rarely ever gets all it wants, we would
expect to find empirically that p2 -would range between,'
sat-, 0.80 and 1.00.-

- There are, of course,, a variety of short-run political
forces which will also enter into the bUdgetary process.
Wars, for example, may temporarily boost thelappropriations

,

which are requested and granted for t1he Department of
Defense. E onomic factors may ails° cause the size of an

.
\

- .
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,
agenCy's annual budgetary increment to shtink or 'grow,

.
Tor Our Orposes,

.

we will treat these short -term, influences
.. 4

as randomly distributed errors. In'olhei words, the,equa-
..

tions expressihg the - decisional' strategies of the agencies

and the Congress *ought really.to be written as: .

13). Rt p1At..1 * error
.

.

, .

. (4) A
t.,

= p
2
R
t

- t+ error. - 0 ',

.
, .

-But assuming that these, eFr
%

or:s are not systematic, 'a good

first approx imation of the budgetay vstem may be had

. from the purely deterministic.Equations (1) and (2).
-. ,--

..
1"? \

A
\

.
,

A ,

0.

.

4. :ANALYS I S

'4 .What will bethe consequence of an .incremental

decision strategy in.budgeting? An answer may be obtained.
S,

by using Equations (1) and (2) to obtain a dynamic equation

of the form: f, 1

(5)
',AAt = f(At).

That is; we desire an expression which idri predict,the
.. .

',change in-appropriations (nAt), from'a knowledge of the

currentall of funding which an ageficy 'receives (f(Adl.

- . -Rewrite Equatiort (2) as.:
. :

-
A
t . 1-(6)- R =

.

.

-. t p2 i

"Substitute Equation (6) into . Equation ) to qbtain
at

A
(7) PlAt-lt

2
4

. .

Multiplying through Equation e6) by p2 thustproduces:

(8) , At = pip2At_1.

Equation (8) without violating the rules of algebra.

That is,r,xhe equivalency still holds if we write uation.
(8) as w

(9)
t

A.+, : pip,At.

(For the more advanced reader, we have'simply applied the

linear oiterator E, an adl;ancement ol4rator, to Equation

(8), thqs obtaining Equation (9): See Cortes, Przeworski
. andaSprague(1974), or'Goldberg (1958) for an extended discus-

sion. A brief discussion of linear:operators may befound

in UMAP module "Dieretionar? ReView br.the Supreme ourt:,.. -
.

Part Twe, Analysis of the Model" by Likens.)
t'

4 , Equation (9) thus demonstrates that next.year'S

appropriations may be predicted from 'this year's appropria-

tions if we know, On average,hdw mush the 'agency requests

(pi) and tow much th'e congress tends to cut this requSt'oi

(p2). In'our example, if a particular 'agency typicp1V

.requests a 20-percent increaie, eachyear, thki pi .=1.20.

If the Congress rends,to cuc.this agency's request's each

.year by LO percent, then p2= Substituting thips

information into Equation (9)*produces

((10) At+1 = (1.20)(0.90)At

(11) At4.i=.(1.08)4t.

As a consequenCe of the incremental strategies os the

agency and:Congress, therefore, he agencyWill expand by
eight percent each year. The rate of growth, in general,

may bd'ascertained write Equation (9) in the form

of Equation 15).

. , l'Subtract At from both sides'of EqUation (9):

(12) 'Avid = At = pip2Af--

' But recall that; by lefinition,,

(13)
A't+1 At

so ye may rewrite (13) as:

Although proof is beyond-the-scope of this module, it car

be shown that we mar advance.the time subscript. of

- r0
4.

. .

II

. 0

Y
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(14) AAt.= (plp2-1)At:

The expression (pip2-1)- thus proVides the agency's rate of

growth each, year. So long as this term is positive, the

agency Will'exhibit geometrically increasing appropria-

iltiens over time.

-Fot,example, if an agency requests an'average
2

increa0 of 12 percent (p1 = 1.11) and the.Congress grants

on %average about 93 percent of this:.request (p2 = .93),

tip' the ,,agency's growth rate is
y _

(15) (1.12)(wi93) 1 = 0.0416.

Ifan agency finds itself in this situation, ,its average

growth over time will be 4.16 percent per year. Por

example, if'the agency begins with-$1,0130,D00, itsappro-

priations for the next five years will be L

Year Appropriations (in Collars).

0

2

3
'4

5

a-

!,000,1300

(1.016)(1,060,000) = 1,041,600
,

(1.o, 16)11,o41,6m) = r,084,931

(1.0416)0,084,931) = 1,130,063

1-.0416r(14130,063) = 1,177,074

(1.0418)(1-,177,074) = 1,226,040

4

fn fact, so long as theagenc;' owth rate is 1
,=!:-! .v:...,"4:

positive,,..the':tikeT0y,fer: apptobp.t1 4-on'S-will grow exponen-

tia,ily'over,UmetACWill look,'d# general, "similar the
'r,,,:%o , . . .. .

-.,

tra5eCtory4114til*eelow.in:Figure 1. This-predicted.
.

'pattern of changed!' aggncy appropriations does in fact,

0datr-Very frequently in the budgetary process. Figure 2 ,

. A t

:below illustritest!w*Propriations for the Department

of feaithtEducation and Welfare for fiscal years.1952 to

.
1975. The pattern is. strikingly similar to the curve pre-

'.

dicted by our incremental theory.

C

Time

Figure 1. Growth in spending predicted by incrementalism.
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Figure 2. Dollar approolliations totheDepArement of Health,
Educa,ion and Welfard,fiscal years:1952-1975.

The OffiCe of Budget, and Management, The Budget of the
United States Gollernment, Fiscal Year 1974.
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The theory of budgetary incrementalism, then,

predicts that agencies wilj experience a smooth-pattern of

growth in appropriations over time. Notice that if all

agencies grow in this,fashion, the federal budget will

also exhibit a similar pattern f,change.

We conclude with two questi First, will this

growth ever stop? And second, hoW can we fie:Idout how

long it will take the budget to grow 1y ,some specified

amount'(for example, how ong will it take the budgdt of
.

ap.agency to double in size)?.

Both questions may be answered quite simply, once

one knows that all linear difference eqUatiOns with con-

stant coefficients of the form

(16) Yt+1) = cY(t)

have a sqlution given by .

(17) 1(t) = ctY(0),
.

Thus, if one Knows the value ofhe constant c and the

initial value of Y(t), Y(0), then one can immediately -

ascertain the value' of-Y(t) at any point in time. ,For

example, if c = 2 and Y(0) 1, .Y(t) at time t = 3 is

given*:

(18) Y(3) = 2
3
(1) = 8.

I

The reader should verify this,by generating, the,first-

three values of Y(t),- (See-Goldberg 1953, pages 121-153

for a more detailed discussion.)

In our budgetary*odel, then, appropriations (At) may

be deduced for any time,t if we know an agency's rate of.

growth (1)11)2-1) and its initial fund)ing.level (A0). Using.

Equation (17) yields:

4
(19) At = (pi p2-1)

t
A0.

Will the agency's appropriations ever stop growing?

. Clearly, from EquatiOt (19) the answer is no, so long as

(p pi-1) is, greater than unity. Empirically.,this quantity
9

O

has been estimated-for many different agencies for several

years. In most cases it has been found that

(20) 1 < (1)11)2-1) < 1.20.

In other words, if incremental decision making prevails in

the budgetary process, we cari expect an ever - increasing

federal;budget over time. As Figure 3 reveals, this pre

dicted pattern of geometric growth:-has certainly occurred

over the last several years (anti, in fact, Over the laSt

several decades).

300

270

240

2
m 210

O
° 180

O 150
0

120

90

60

30

0

1967 19.8 1969' , 1970 197) 1972 1973' 1974 1975
.

Fiscal Year

a

Figure 3. Total federal spending, 196/

o Source: The Office of Budget and Manage

w'
United States Government, Fiscal

nt, The Budget tf the
Year 197.

How long will it take an agency t, increase in size

by somt specified factor? For exampl how long will it

take an agency to double its appropri tions? We can

reformulate this latter puestion by a king "how long will

it take for At to equal 2A0?" Substi ting into the solu-

tion for A
t

(Equation (19)) yields:

'
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'4

(21) = (PiPa-OtAo.

Dividing by A0 xives -

22) 2 = (142-1')t,',

which may be solved for r, 1:ry taking logarithms:

(23) t log ()11)2-1) = log (2)

(24) ,log (2) ..

log. (1)11)2:1) .

loe (X)
t

And. in'general, if the increase is given by some factor,

X, the required time is given by

(24)
log

We may conclude with a specific example. Suppose

that a particul.aragency grows at a rate of five pe ent

per year. Such a growth, rate ,reflect the in -m- tel

.strategies of the agency in ask w appropriations and
of Congrtss in granting th m The process results. in

aomarginal increase each year the agency's appropria-

tions by.a modest increment. Ho long will it be before

the agency's appropriations have do led in -Size?

By Equation (24), where X = 2,

(25)
t io 2log (1.05)

0.301(26) 14.2 years.
6

0.021

f ,

IncaN rementalism means an -expanding budget, a growth In

governmental expenditures over time It is an uncertainty-

reducing strategy bptnot an efficiencycmaximizing one for

budgeeerydecisiOns.

5.,,QUESTIONS

1. Suppose an agency is very aggressive and typically asks to

increae its budget by one-fourth each year. What is.the value of

11

p -in this instance? Suppose that Congress responds to thil

very aggressive agency by cutting 20 perCent t of the agency's

request. What is p2?

2. Which asenc grows-more rapidly the one in Question 1 or one

1 which asksifor a 10- percent' increase and receives 97 percent of

its request?'

3. Suppose an agency rec]ists an increase of 15 percent each year

and that the Congress cuts by.5 percent each year.

a. Write,the dynamic equations which express the agency's

incremental strategy, the incremental strategy ofthe

Congress, and the outcome.

b. Assuming that the agency starts with $1 million, write the

next three year's appropriations it will receive!

c. What will be the agency's appropriations in 100 years?-

4. "How song will it take the agency in Question 3 to triple in size?

5. What would happen if an agehcy requested an annual increase, of

10 percent'each year and the Congress cut this 'request by 30

- percent each year? Could this be called an incremental props?

Why?

6. jANSARS,TO.QUESTIONS

1: pi =1.25 .80

2. For ,the first agency (p.p2-1) = 0.20. For thecond, 0.097.

The first grows slighly more than twice as quickly as the latter.

3 a. For the agency: Rt =-(115)At,i

For the Congress: At = 0.95Rt

Result: A
t4-1

=. 1.0925A
t

Yeai 1 = 1,000,000(1'.0925) = 1,092,000 ,

Year 2 a 1,092,500(1.092) =1,193,550
'

Year 3 4 1,193,550(.0925) = 1'303,953

c. A
100 = 1.0925100(1,000,000) = 6952.56(1,000,000) = $6,952,560,000

4., 12.4 years, or 13 fiscal years.

3A0 = 1.0925tA0

t = 18g(3)/log(1.0925) = 12.4 . 127



A

5. The equation for the agency's growth would be

A = (0.77)A
t+1 t'

The agency, therefore, wound receive less and less,xach year,

asymptotically decaying to zero.
a

Note that this does not fit the theory of budgetary incrementalism.

1n that theory, the "base" is considered safe against cutbacks.

Clearly, the problem here is that Congress is not making marginal

adjustments but major cuts in spending.
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THE BUDGETARY PROCESS:

COMPETITION

1. INTRODUCTION

In the preceding module, MAP Unit #332, we examined

the consequences of an incremental decision strategy in

the budgetary process. In that theoretical approach to

budgetingwe assumed:

1. marginal change, and

2. independence in outcome':

Incrementalism assumes that agencies will receive a "fair

share" of the forthcoming budget, over their existing

"base" letel of appropriations. It also assumes that the

"fair share" received by any particular agency will be

Independent of, and have no effect on, the share received-

by any:other agency.

to this, module, we will consider an alternative

explanation of budget.ing,outcomes, one which focuses on

4
. 1. coMpetitiou_for scarce resources,,and

2. -interdependence in outcomes.

The approach'to budgeting taken hire stresses the confltc-
.

tive nature of Paitics and the necessary interdependence

of budgetary decisions.

There ' is, mounting evidence that interactive, ,con-
410v.

flictive processes occur in budgeting. In looking at the

political strategies used by different agencies in attempt-

ing to.attain more appropriations, One political scientist

(Sharkansky 1965, 1968) has found that agencies vary

considerably in,the aggressiveness (or "acquisitiveness").

with which they seek funds. He also observed that highly

_aggressive agencies usuallIwgrow faster tfian'agenciesohiCh

are less acquisitive. 40,:;

.

1

In. udying different programs ilthin the Atdmjc
.4h14.4

Energy Commission, it has been found that the ability of

program directors to establish high priorities for:their

programs is directly related to how well the programs do

in the budgetary process-each year., Politically skillful

administrators usually head agencies and programs which

grow faster, and defend mofe successfully against cuts

than less pdlitically skilled directors of agencies and

programs (Natchez and Bppp 1970).
J-

.

If one looks at the share of the budget which various

agencies and programs receive, clear.patterns of trade -oafs

are evident. Figures 1-and 2 below provide obvious exam-'

ples. Notice in Figure 1 that defensetspending has not

been able to maintain its slice of the budget; while ,

payments to individuals have replaced the military's domi-

nance if} the budgetary arena. In fact, defense spending

and personal entitlements almost sum to a constant each

year over the entire period .1lich has been plotted.

. The trade-off between defense and domestic spending

is an indirect form of political competition'ioAa4budgetary

resources,. Figure 2 provides an example of a more direct

form of budgetary interdependence.:41=e'we are examining

the functional spending category which groups'all dollars

allocated for energy,inatural resources, and tie environ-

ment. Figure 2 illustrates the share of these. dollars

which is acquired, over time, by pollution and energy-

pr,grams, and by water and conservation programs. It is

clear that pollutionabatement; and energy research have

stored major victories, at the aPparent expense of water

projects and conservation programs. The pattern which

emergei is hardly surprising, given the very high priority

recently achieved by pollution and energy programs,*d

thb-CatrdVergy'§OrrounBingmay-OT ffiefeeeiff'Wiffi=

projects'conducted by .the Army Corps of Enginee'rs.

The question, then, is how to model this competitive,

interadilve process. And, if a model can be developed,

what are its_deducti(ve consequences? 2

a
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2.' A MODEL OF BUDGETARY COMPETITION

A model of essentially unrestrained competition

between two interacting agencies or programs may.be

written as:

(1) AXt = [px(Lx-Xt)
cyYt]Xt

(2) AYt = [py(Ly-Yt) - cxXt]it %

where the variables Xt and Yt are proportions of some

relevant budget total received by programs or agencies

"X" and "Y." The parameters 1
Lx anI Ly denote the maxima

share of the total bullet which theagency would receive

in the absence of competition, assuming zero exogenous

inputs. These upper limits (Lx and Ly) are assumed to be

constant or significant historical periods and are deter-

mined by -the broad policy, objectives extant during the

&r:a-rand by the general- ability ofthe competitors to

establish:policy priorities for their agencies/programs,

their administrator's political skill, and similar factors:,

The parameters p
x

and py denote.the general acquisi-

tiveness of Xand Y) respectively, as budgetary players.

Destriptive adequacy imposes the constrai,,qt that

px,lopy <7 1. In general, the larger px or p, the

greater is that agency's aggressiveness securing its

optimal funding level, Lx br Ly.

NOtice that as the model is written, the ireater -tle

agency's acquisitiveness, the more rapidly it will tedd

to approach some optimal share of the budget. This assump-

tiop has been suggested'in at least two empirical studies

(Sharkansky 1.965, 1968). In this context, an agency or

program is-likely .to have a greater success as a budgetary

o

Figurev2. Pollution-energy programs and water-conservation
programs', as shares of spebding for the total functionat
category, fiscal years 1969-1979.

.f*
0,

3

1
A

.

"parameter" Is, here, taken to mean a constant whose speci f&c:,,,

value will vpry.4depending upon the substantive example for which it
is Used.

4
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articulate.political entrepreneurs. Alternatively, a

newly established agency or program with relatively un-

skilled or inexperienced leadership'woUld.tend to have a

'lower effectiveness as a budgetary player-for some

significant Aist%racal-period. Finally, the parameter'c

denotes the which Y competes against X, and cx

denotes the rate olf competition by X °Against 2% These*
parameters provide a measure of how significantly eaCA

agency encroaches on the other's funds.

The logic of the model is straightforward. It

asserts that in the absence of competition (c = c = 0),y- x
X

tl
and Yt approach their upPer,limits (L

x
and LY ) acord-

ing to, the logistic law:

(3) AXt = px(Lx-Xt)Xt
I

(4) AY.t = py(Ly-Yt)Yt.

Assuming, of course, that 0 <
Y'

p
x

< 1, Equations (3) -

and (4) produce the familiar S-curve typical of many dif-

fusion proCesses°(Rapoport 1963; Bartholomew 1967;.Coleman-
%

1964).

For competitive proceSses, ck.;nd c
Y

assumed to
.

be between zero and unity, and hence the larger either

agency becomes, the greater its competitive impact on the

other. There is nothineinithe structure of the process

which' lamiti-how much the agencies .can influence each-

other. .In this sense, then, the competition may be

Characterized as "pure" or "unrestrained."

Equilibria for-die system are obtained as alWays,

setting r:". ..AY. = 0:

V -

(5) 0 =.1irit(Ltl c Y*)X*

(6) 0 = Jp. (L
Y
-Y*) - c-X*)y*.

A.

y

There are in fact four simultaheous soltitions for Equations

(5) and (6)'. Clearly,'(5) is always true if X* = 0 and

30

1.
(6) is true'll. Y* = 0. Hence, one equilibrium point

is

(7) (X*,Y*) = (0,0).

If we use X* = 0 from (S) and, saibstitute into (6) , we

obtain

(8) 0 = (py(Ly-Y*) - cx0)Y*.

right -hand_ side of (8) will then equal zero if

Y* = L . .A second equilibrium point, thus, is

(9) (X*,Y*) = (0,L y).

Similarly, if we use Y* = 0 from Equltion (6)J and substi-

tute lint° (5), we obtain

(10) 0 = (p
X
(L
X
-X*) - c

y
0)X*.

The right -hand side of (10) goes to zero if X* = Lx. Thus

a third equilibrium point is

(11) (X*,Y*).(Lx',0).

- A fourth equilibriumpoint occfrs when both X* and Y*

are nonzero. We may find' this point as'follows. First,

divide (5) by X* and (6) by Y'4 to obtain

(12) 0 =.px(Lx-X*) cyll*

a
(13) '.g.= py(ty,Y*) cxI*.

Equations (12) and (13) may ihus.be rewritten as

(14)

(1

p X* + c Y* = 0 L
x y x x

.c
x
X* + p's = p

Y
L
Y

.

1

Thy simultaneous solution of £14) and (15) for X* and Y*

16)

produces a_final_equitfbrium point;

Py(pxLx-cyLy) Px(pyLy-cxl,x)

p p -c c p p -c'c
y y ,x Yx yx

31 6



Question 4 If'the competitive process had, the structure

AXt = aXt - bY
t

AYt = cYt - dX
t'

what would its equilibrium point(s) be?

-

To summarize, our fo.ur equilibria are:

o]Kti;.-

(17)

(18),

(19)

(20)

(X*,Y*)

(X*,Y*)

(X*,Y.*),

*

=

=

=

(0,0)
L 60'

(0,Ly)

(Lx,0)
.

P x
-c L )y .x y y. p

x
(p Ly y )

p p c c '

y x-. y x
p ,p -c)x yc

x

Net change ceases, then, under four' conditions:

(1) when both agencies are eliminated; (2) when agency X

is eliminated and agency Y obtains its upper limit, L ;

(3) when agency Y is eliminated and X achieves its optimal

levtl, Lx; and (4) when_both achieve some competitive

level between zero and -their upper limits.. 'Given that
. ,

three of the four possibilities end in elimination Of:one

J.Or both. agencies, it is clear that unrestrained, budgetary

'competition is quite Dafwinian, In addition,-this unliffited

-acompetition--,with its rather extreme consequences--is

unrealistic in the context of contemporary federal budgeting

cuenties and programs'in the real world are seldom totally

eliminated. At worst they tend to move to some minimal

,bevel of funding which,they then maintain-year after year

This model might'Well describe budgetary competition

in wilitical Settings-which are not highly bureacratiied.

Lt may describe, for example, programmatic conflict -

newly_initiated aOnties whefep.rioxities_4T_PMOrs0J4'.

established and bUreaucratic 'inertia has not yetinounied.

The qualitative behavior pf the;Model is most easily

studied in thejhase-space. That is, rather than the

usual strategy of plOtting Xt across time and.Yt across'.'

time; we will study rt:as a function of X (or vice versa).

-321
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In fact, what we are doing is projecting the three-

dimensional graph of Xt, Yt,.and t onto-the Xt,Yt-plane.

Such a projection is often referred to as a "phase-portrait."

The principal question we hope to answer, then, is:

under what-''substantive conditions is each of the equilibria

,reached?, What is the likelihood that one or both agencies,

may be eliminated: or that both agencies will survive over

time?
,

If we set Equations (1) and (2) to zero,,' we obtain

two zero-isoclines for 'at and AYt. For AXt = 0, these

zero-isoclines are:
.

(21) Xt = 0
-

(22)- v
-p

0_ x
X
t

p
x
L
x

't
y

c
y

At any point along these two lines, we, are guaranteed by

definition that AXt = 0. And for AYt = 0, the zero- i

isoclines are:.

,' (23) Yt = 0

-c
x(24) Y ' X + L

t p t y*

These lines arevery useful in determinirig the quali-

tative behavior of the model. On the lines, by definition,,

AXt and AYt are zero. But what happens toAXt and AYt if

the:point (Xt,Yt) moves off tke zero-'isoclines?

It is easy to see that when Xt ie,tothe sight of its

zero-isocline, /Xt is less than zero. For Txapple, if we

..assume that Xt = a, then (Xt,Yt) is on_the AX = 0 isocline if

2 =

-p, a
+

p, L, pxLx - p
57(,

t
,
Ey c

Y
c_

Verify that AXt =0 by substituting

c,(pxLx-pxa)a
(26)

A)(t 7" Px(Lx-a)a 7 c
y

r

nto (1)

°
(27) = PxLxa Pica

2

PxLxa Pxa
2 '

(28) AXt = 0'.

f, 33
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(31) -1-p.-G) (4-4: .-

If we de qreas:e-X-'

---,;

.40444.=
. ..-

Thus, at any _point tii::-the rigntf t-:-- he.AX = Vi5PgAiY6r'
4. in the phaseioac_ds freilt4-';'Witlii.:-:;i11-

positive. SinfillilY,-AW044011,-A-gar-ocl.irre, _...

;-_,- - --,--

AY is positive.- stud ehili t lli-,- -iv ince him/hersel ft4f
his assertion. In 'effect-hen, the zei4;i:So.clines/"'

__.., . . .,here "purl" the point ,( Xt,Yt) YoWapahemselves, with Yt

able,-,to move.only up-and down, Xt only left and right.

These simultaneous "pulls" combined., deterMine'where:

(Xt,Yt) moves at time t+.4.3.

Question 2: Show that above the Mt isoc-line, DYt <

Y > O. ./
0 and, below it

.1

et

CZtti

X t

Zero- isoclines3. Zero-isocles for AXt and Mt' with resulting
motion of (X t(Xt,Yt) ill4Istrated.

And three possibilities

relationship between the slopes is

Illustrated below, along With the

(X
t
,Y

t
) which 'occurs with each geometry:

exist where the opposite

true. All,six are

ative behavior of

TnSpecton of Figure 4 reveals
(Xt,Yt) occurs in -the phaste-=-...a

respect .to the' OX = 0 and AYt'= Wisoclines,Z,VA1

readily determine liti'at its general trajectory-

be,. For example, if at time t the point (Xt,Yt abov?
the DYE = 0 isocline and to the left of theAk

t
=-0 iso-

cfipe, (Xt,Yt) 1-411 move to the right and dowri at time

This is illustrated in.EiguTe_l_ilelow..

The nOco-isoclines given by equations (22)'and (24)

/yield six distinct geometrie's in We phase-space. There

are thtee.possibi4ties which-occur when the slope of the

AXt = 0 isocline is greater than the slope of the AYt = 0

44* /
-

If we know where a point

space with

we can

.t -t system's dynamics. Notice

`clibTium point is never stable:

competition betweeji agencies X

of both :,

The (0,L ) egeifiBrium is

several features of

first that the (0,0):equi-

under no circumstance will

and Y end in :the elimination

always obtainedin III and

and'sometimes in I (depending,on initial conditions).

-Notice that in both III and V the AY
t
= 0 isoclinednter-

sec.L the Y-axis above the Y- intersection of the 4Xt = 0

isoclint. Thatis;

PxL

cy,(33) L
Y 10



4

Slope for AX
t
= 0 Isocline > Slope for AY

t
= 0 Isocline:

(%p
x
/c

y
) > (-c

x
/p )

r

.i

Slope for AXt = 0 Isoclihe < Slope for GYt = 0 Isocline:

(-p
x
/c

y
) < (-c

x
/p

y
)

_Figure 4. Possible geometries and resulting qualitative
tbehaviors of the zero- isoclines for the model (equilibria are
circled).'

ti

or

(34) c
YLY

1)> -,
x

.

_Further, in III and V, the T-inlercept of the AXt = 0

isocline is to the right of the X-interctptof the,AXt = 0

isocline: That is

p L
t5b L < cx

(35) "'"' 11

a
Or

(36) c L < p L .

x x y y

In fact, III and V are the only geometries for which

both, inequalities hold. We may deduce, then, that the,

.(0,L y) equilibrium point is stable throughout the unit

phase-spaceif two conditions hold:

(37) ipxLx < c yLy

(38) cXLX < p
Y
L
Y

.

By a similar - comparison of the geometries of zero-

isoclines, the
x'

0) eplilibrium may be seen to be *table

if

09) PxLx > c LY Y

(40) c
x
L
x

> p
Y
L
Y

.

The remaining equilibrium'is_s4able if

(41) p
X
L
X

> c L
f, Y Y

(42)
,

, p
Y
L
Y

> c
X
L
X

(43) P P > c c %yx y x

but is unstable if the inequality in (43) is reversed.

Wepow have a complete analysis of the
t

dynamics of the

system within the 0 < X
t'

Y
t

< 1 state space.

These conditions are easily given substantive inte r-

pretation. Rti all that p
x

is interpreted as the

aggressiveness of
4

ag ncy X, and Lx is essentially a

measure of the maxim. position ofg, with, espect to all

Other relevant budgetary. players. The'term (p L y may
x. x__

thus be conceptualized as the net political acquisItIvenesfb
4,061.

of X as a budgetary player. In simple terms, (pxLx)

measures the agency's budgetary clout. Since the parameter

c
x is an'expression of X's impact on Y, the term cxLx May

be'interpr9ted as tty net Competitive et of* on the

1

0/..4

12

ti



budgetary success of Y. Similar interpretations hold for

the terms pyLy and cyLy.

Given these interpretations, Inequartties (37) through

.0° (43) suggest the following sutitantive conclusions:

1. Agency X eliminates Y if: the net acquisitive-

ness of X exceeds the competitive impact of

agency Y (pxLx > cyLy), and if the net0

.t-acquisitiveness of Y is insufficient to defend

adequately dgdinst competition by X (cxLx > p
Y
L
Y
).

`Typical phase-portraits are exhibited in Figures
Yt

S and 6 below.
N.,

' 0,2
2. Agency Y eliminates X if! the 'above'TheqUalitiet

are reversed. That is, the acquisitiveness of Y

overcomes the competitive impact of X,Aliae-X

lacke'suffiCient clopt to defend adequately

O

4.

predicted by the model. Figure 11 exhibits some of the

typical deterministic histories which are generated by the

model.

against encroachment by Y. Phase - portraits .,

resulting froi this set of political conditions *

41 .

are exhibited in0Figure 7'and 8.
. I 1

3, Agencies X and Y survive: if both,are strong '

. C.'.

oenough to defend adequately against encroachment,`

'by the other arid if the effects of competition'- .

. are net soareetras to-destarhifize the agencits".. .
_

interaction tp
Y
p

'S

>:'c
7
ci). Figure 10-provides a J.)i

typical "ph4e-portrait the agenCies.ntanage
.

. .

mutual coexistence.- When compe*tiOn becomes, '

.-;--t-r-

,sufficiently intense,, however tt tends to 'de-
,.i.;t0. .

stabilize even this situat$On And the result Ls .

'... .

the eliminatibn of ene,-rigency or the other. As
. e

Figure'9 illustrates, initial conditions deter-.

a.
mine the ultiiateoutcome, with the relatively ,

stronger agency at timest 0 finally prevailing.

, It is apparent from. these plias portraits of the model-
.....,. , -

that the variety of histories may be generated for the -

Figures 5 and 6. X eliminates Y. For both pxLx > cyL
.

ft ..

competing agencies. While all of the time series which
and cxLx > pyLy, but in Figure 5 pypx < cytlx, while the reverse

are.,possible cannot be repzesented here, it Is instructive is true .in Figure 6.'
.

,.......,

. .
,

1, . -to present several ofthe more common interaction patterns. ,

14
' .

1 . 39
N

.

, A
. \

%? '

10 ?'"

4.

0 0.3 0.6.

px =.0.3

p = 0.4

c
Y

= 0.9

c =0.8

L
X

= 0.6

Ly. = 0.1

p = 0.8

Py = 0.6

c = 0.4

cy = 0.6

L
x

= 0.5

L
Y

= 0.4
MO.
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Question 3: In Figure 7, one trajectory

"Q." Dravi the approximate time-paths for

this phase-portrait;' -7

v

't

0.6'

Figure 7.

in the phaSe-sPace is marked

X
t

and Y
t
'across time for

-Sr

,Figure 8.

0;3

It

0.4

er

4

Px = 0.3

p
Y
= 0.4

c
V
= 0.9

cx = 0.8

L = 0.2

L =

0.6

0.3

Xt

Figure's 7 acid 8. Y eliminates
Px6 < cyLy and cxLx < PyLy, but
the reverse is true In Figure 8.

-64

4

X, over time. For both
in Figure 7 pypx < cycle, while

4-' - 15

,
Figure 9.:

0/.6

0.6

Yt 0.3

0

0

Figure ,10

0.3

X
t

0.6

1

1#4

p = 0.3

p = 0.3

dy,= 0.5

cx = 0.5

L
x

= 0.3

L = 0./

Px = 0.5

py e0.5

c = 0,3

c = 0.3

Lx = 0.3

L = 0.3

10

Figures 9

:

and 10. Destabilizing competition'and mutual
coexistence. .For both pxLx,> pyLy and pyLy > cxLx, but the
effects of competition are Mich mdre severe in.Figure 9, where
cy c

x-
>py px . For Figure 10py p

x
>cy cx .



Patterns of Mutual Success

Patterns Eliminating One Agency

4 '

Time (h)

(0)

Figure II. Histories of appropriations fo'r competing agencies,
as budget shares, genallited" by the model. ,4o,

44,

3. CONCLYSION

4
The incremental theory of budgeting derives from a

well-established literature on human behavior in complex

organizations. It shdpuld.be stressed that in this analysis

no qdarrel has been'taken with the view that administrative

decision makers necessarily work under bureaucratic con-

straints.

4!,

The criticisms of budgetary incremen alism suggested

here-come-hot from these ideas, but from the way in which

they have been applied to the study of budgetary litics.

i

.

The appropriations process has tended toslose one ot

I

f its I.

most interesting qualities', the fact that it is political.
o

ib

Budgeting ecoMes little else than a compartmentalized

series of bureaucratic routines. Competition. and conflict

are overlooked. Political interadtioncand fisdal inter-

dependencies are ignored. And the shape of the budget ,

becomes dependent on little else except the passagi of

time. In fact the incremental model bears little resem-

blance to the :tactical maneuvers and political stratagems

qualitatively described in the "classic" budgetary studies

I'Of Fenno or Wildaviky.

The modeltpresented in this module is an attempt .to
1

express the.dynamics of the appropriations process. in

terms. which are more consistent with a view of politics ase.

inherently conflictive and necessarily interdependent.

have focused off;Ithe interactions of two competing programs,
agencies or departm ts. It is worfDemphasizing hat

IShile;.tlhe analysis oes not depend critically on the

presence of only two competitors, increasing the number of

players is not without'-consequence. --From a technical per-

spective, increasing the cardinality of states'ima system,

partiCularly if the system is nonlinear, can make it quite

difficult to obtain a global .stability analysis'of the
1,-1 system. Usually a

-
local stability analysis must suffice,

and even that can easily become quite intractable.

stantively, increasing the number of direct competitors

43
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will produce an increasingly rich political fabric,; where

a wide variety of dynamics may be exhibited,

. In the sense 'of La Porte (1975) or Brunner and

Brewer (1971), increasing the number of competitors (and

hence the_level of interdependence 411 the process)

naturally increases the probability'of generating unantici-

paI0 consequences by only small modifications of the

i4arameters of the process or small perturbations of its

states.

It should be stressed, finally, that competitive e

processes can result in .incremental as well as nonincremental

outcomes. Insthe models presented here, as the competitors

*approach,an equilibrium each becomes able to maintain a

constant prDportion of the total budget. The time-path

.

,which results is descriptively incremental, since each is

'able to naintain its "..fair sharer over its existing "base"

each! year. The process-which is generating these histories,

however, is not an incremental decisional strategy. Rather,

it is a conflictive,"interactive process in which the

competitors have moved. over time to fis'cal positions which

they are able to defend each year. Even,if one observes a

descriptively incremental time series, it is not posbible

to deduce that an incremental process gdzerated the observed
. _ .

history of appropriations.

On the other hand;. there are many examples of budget- A

ing outcomes which do not appear to exhibit an incremental
0

pattern of change. This investigation, therefore, has

assumed that the dtlocation of resource is a conflictive

prodess Whqe central feature is interdependence. The

resulting model is far from being a complete picture of
A

budgeting, bilt it does at least provide a dynamic structure

by which some clearly nonincremental outcomes may be

partially'expliined.

14 19

4.' ANSWERS TO QUSTIONS,

1. The system is linear, therefore it-can have only one equilibrium

point (X*,Y*)

(1) 0 = aX* - bY*

(2) 0 = cY* - dX*

Simultaneous solution of (1) and (2) yields (Xer,Y*) = (0,0).

Note that in this competitive process, net change ceases only

when both players are eliMinIted altogether.

"2. The zero-isocline for

is, again,

Thus when -

AY = (L -Y1 - c X ri
t y t x t t

-c.

= ---51 X + L .

t p t y
y

r

p L -p a
Y = a' Xt - Y Y Y

c
x

_ on the zero-isocline:

X
t

value,

If we increment Y
t

by 0, and, retain our

AY
t

= [p
y
(L
y

- 4+0)) cx Y

s'Y
j(dri-0)

x 1

(p L -p a)

= (PyLy -`Rya -pY0+pYL
Y

+pY a)(a+0)

=- (-p 0) (a+0).

Thus, above the AYt = 0.isocline, AYt < 0. Similarly, decrement,

Y
t
by 0 produces AYt = +py0; thu; Ft > 0 for Yt below the

AY
t
= Cisocline.

3. Notice in Figure '7 that X
t
constantly decays toward zero, while,

Y
t
begins at about 0.1, degreases sPightly, then increasecto 00.

The time-paths would approximately be

rel '20
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STUDENT FORM 1

Request for Help
-

Return to:
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Student: If you have trouble witha specific part of.rhis unit; please fill
out this form and take it to your instructor'for assi§tihce.ghe information
you give:will help the author to revih the unit.

Your Name.

Page

0 Upper

bMiddle

0 Lower

OR
Section

Paragraph

Description of Difficulty: (Please be specific)

k

°

A
e

OR

Unit No.

C45

Model Exam
Problem No.

tText

Problem No.

Olk,

4: Instrqctor Flea'Se indiaie your resolution of the difficulty in' this
7, 4

0
7.

f 4
.

.

Correctea,Afrsts
4

in materials/ Listxorrec,tions here;
. . 'c

..,' ..

. .

f , _-
.

0 Gave student better explanation,exampIe, 'ca:,procedure than in unit.
Give brief outline OP yodr addition here

7.
/
* 7

: .

dr. .u.
-AiSidied7Stddent.in acquiridg general learning and--problemsolving-----

ka

---i
skills (not using examples from thiiunit.) % - ,

;". InseructOr's Signature'

Please use reverse if necessary.:.
41
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Name

Institution

STUDENT FORM '2

. Unit Questionnaire

Unit No. Dale

Course NO.

Return to:
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA O2160

Check the choice for each question that comes closest to your personal opinion.

1. How useful was the amount of detailin the unit?

Not enough detail to understand the unit
Unit would have been Clearer with more detail
Appropriate amount of detail
Unit was occasionally too detailed, but this was not distracting
Too much detail; Y' was often distracted

,2. How helpful were the problem answers?
*

Sample solutions were.toobiief; I could not do the intermediate Stepg
Sufficient information was given to solve the problems
Sample sol tions'were to detailed; I didn't need them

3. E,cept for fulfilling the pre equisitesbow much did you use other sources (for
am le, instructor, friends, r other books) in order to understand-the

SomewhatA Lot

'4. How long was this
a les4on (lecture

Much
Longer

otot__LA Little Not at all
..------ -

?

unit in comparison to the amount of time you generally spend on
and homework assignment) in a typical math or science course?

Somewhat About Somewhat Much
Longer 'the Same Shorter Shorter

.
......

.,

iN4 unit confusing or distracting? (Check

`a:

5. Were any of tfie following parts of t
as:Jaany as apply.)

[

Prerequisites
Statement of skills and concepts-(objectives)
Paragraph headings
Examples
Special Assistance Supplement :(if present)

Other,(please explain
I 4

. . .

6. Were any of the foll ing parts of the unit particUlarly helpful? (Check as many
as apply.)

Prerequisites
Statement of skills 'and concepts (objectives)

Eamples -
, , N..

_Problems .-

Paragraph headings_ 0
4

Table of Contents
Special Assistance Supplement (if present) ..

Other, please explain
4,

Pleasgpdescribe anything in the,unit that you did not particularly like.

C

Please describe anything that you7Jound particularlyllelpful, (Please use the back of

this sheet if you need more space)

4


